Prioritising, downplaying and self-preservation: Processes significant to coping in advanced cancer patients
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ABSTRACT

To date there has been little research that describes the relation between the individual and their environment as the foundation for the coping process in advanced cancer patients. The aim of the study was to identify and describe, from a patient perspective, processes that are significant to coping with advanced cancer. We used the method Grounded Theory as described by Strauss and Corbin. Data were generated through qualitative interviews. A total of 18 interviews were conducted. The central theme was “The struggle to be a participant in one’s own life”. This theme involved three processes: prioritising, downplaying and self-preservation, each of which in different ways endeavours to either maintain or re-establish the feeling of being a participant. The awareness of the processes complement existing knowledge about coping in advanced cancer patients, by showing how patients make use of meaning-based coping efforts to increase their experience of being a participant in their own lives.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When the status of patients with advanced cancer changes from that of being a cancer patient in active treatment to being in the palliative stage of the treatment with little or no chance of surviving the illness, their ability to express and cope with their physical, psychosocial and spiritual problems deteriorates greatly [1,2]. In this situation patients express an increasing need for professional support to cope with their suffering [2-4]. From a patient perspective one of the great challenges in providing a professional support system is that the support from healthcare professionals may be dominated by a focus on symptom treatment and effectiveness and there may be less focus on individual and situation-determined needs [1,4-7]. With a view to developing a professional support system that is designed to better enable the patient to cope, it is necessary to increase our knowledge about coping in advanced cancer as seen from a patient perspective.

In this study, coping is understood as “constantly changing cognitive and behavioural efforts to manage specific external and/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person” [8,9]. In a review that draws upon relevant research in the period 1996-2006 we show how coping strategies have been pivotal in coping research from the patient perspective [10]. The limitation of focusing on coping strategies could be that coping appears to be presented exclusively as a behavioural pattern in patients, instead of being founded in the dynamic relationship between the individual and their environment [8]. Lazarus therefore recommends that, in addition to studies that employ measurements and questionnaires to reveal actual coping strategies, qualitative studies also be carried out that identify how patients evaluate the conditions they experience in the actual situation that underpins the coping process [8:125]. Thus a study by Davies and Sque [11] shows how eight women with advanced breast cancer facilitated their re-entry into everyday life through “reconciling a different me”, which described the ongoing process of adaptation and coping. Research further shows how patients with an advanced cancer struggle to cope with the illness and simultaneously maintaining their routine daily lives [12,13] and living a life with continued meaning [14].

The collective research in the area points to coping in...
advanced cancer patients as a complex process. At the same time it is clear that only very little research deals with the connections between factors that characterise coping. The article forms part of a larger, grounded theory study focusing on key characteristics of coping—and the connection between the key characteristics—in advanced cancer patients seen from a patient perspective. In another article we show how coping involved four significant life conditions: Alleviation from a life-threatening illness, Carry on a normal life, Live with powerlessness and Find courage and strength. Each of the four life conditions was characterised by both coping limitations and coping resources [15].

The aim was to identify and describe processes that, from a patient perspective, are significant to coping in advanced cancer patients.

2. METHODS

We chose to employ the grounded theory method, as described by Strauss and Corbin [16,17] because a particular coding layer in a Strauss and Corbin-inspired methodological approach called “axial coding” allows for intense coding around significant categories. This made it be possible to reveal and describe processes significant to coping [16,17]. From the epistemological viewpoint, the method is firmly rooted in the pragmatic and symbolic, interactive perspective [17,18]. The method is described as an inductive-deductive process, where comparative analysis is continually carried out [16].

2.1. Participants

We invited 23 patients to participate in the study. They were admitted to seven medical and surgical departments in the Capital Region of Denmark during the period June 2006–March 2009. Eleven patients declined: seven due to tiredness; one because of breathlessness; one considered it would interfere with her control over her situation; two preferred to devote their energies to other activities, and one died before the first interview. One patient was excluded due to confusion. Ten patients between 43 and 80 years of age (mean age 61) consented to participate: four women (mean age 58) and six men (mean age 62). The patients had known of their cancer diagnosis for between one month and three years (mean 18 months). Seven were married and three were divorced. Three had children of less than 18 years of age. The patients represented all the “social groups”, i.e. social groups I - IV, which is a Danish-developed measure of social status based on placement in “higher” or “lower” social classes [19].

2.2. Screening Procedure

To be included in the study patients had to be over 18 years of age, born in Denmark and Danish-speaking. Additionally, it should be evident in the patient’s records that any continued treatment would be of a palliative nature or that at least one course of treatment for relapse had not had a satisfactory effect on the cancer condition. In advance of being interviewed, it was ascertained that the participants had scored 24 points or more in Folstein’s “Mini-Mental State Examination” (MMSE), which is proven to be applicable as a screening test of cognitive function in cancer patients [20]. A score of fewer than 24 points was an exclusion criterion. This did not occur in this study.

A range of principles was employed in the screening process [21]. One such principle was availability, which meant that the first patients were chosen as soon as they were identified by the chosen departments. Another principle was variation, both in cancer type and sociodemographic terms. A third principle was development over time, which allowed for time-related variation in coping to be studied, as the patients were interviewed three times at intervals of approximately one month, on condition that they had enough energy to undergo an interview and their illness allowed it. A fourth principle employed was theoretical sampling [16,17,21], where the patients were chosen according to the descriptive needs of the emerging categories and theory. By employing the principle “theoretical sampling” it was possible to study specific aspects of the developed categories. This principle also supported the assessment of the point when new data no longer led to new theoretical insights nor identified new features in relation to the theoretical categories, i.e. when “theoretical saturation” was reached [16:143].

2.3. Interview Process

A total of 18 interviews were carried out. Interviews lasted between 45 minutes and two hours (mean 80 minutes). The interviews were carried out where the patient was accommodated at that time; either in hospital, at home or in a hospice—see Table 1.

One researcher carried out all the interviews. In the first interviews a semi-structured interview guide was used in the conversation, which ensured that significant information about coping in advanced cancer patients was collected. The semi-structured interview guide was inspired by Lazarus and Folkman’s understanding of the connection between problems, emotions, assessment and coping [8,9]. The following themes were included in the questions: Problems and emotions, assessment of relapse, prevention and hope—see Table 2. Over time the interview guide was refined to make it possible to develop and validate categories and processes that were revealed through the analysis [16].
Table 1. Interview characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Number of interviews</th>
<th>Reason for cessation of participation</th>
<th>Period between final interview and death</th>
<th>Venue for interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tiredness</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cognitive Impairment</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Design of the study</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>Hospital/Hospice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Design of the study</td>
<td>7 months</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cognitive Impairment</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tiredness</td>
<td>8 weeks</td>
<td>Home/Hospice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Design of the study</td>
<td>4 weeks</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Themes in the semi-structured interview guide and examples of questions.

A. Problems and emotions
When you think back over recent weeks, what has been most on your mind?
What have the problems/issues meant for you?

B. Assessment of resources and limitations
What opportunities do you consider that you yourself have had to handle the problems/issues?
What relations do you consider have been a hindrance in handling the problems/issues?

C. Actual handling of the problems/issues
What have you yourself been able to do about the problems/issues?
What have you wanted to do about the problems/issues but have been prevented from doing?
What have others been able to do about the problems/issues?

D. Knowledge and experience
What knowledge or experience have you especially used to handle the problems/issues?
Where did you get your knowledge or experience from?
What knowledge did you miss in the current situation?

E. Prevention
Over the recent weeks have you considered one or more potential problems which you have tried to prevent eventually together with relatives or health professionals? If you have I will ask you to describe the situation.

F. Hope
Is it possible for you to describe a situation over the recent weeks, where you have felt a kind of hope? If it is, I will ask you to describe the situation.

By using different types of question, e.g. follow-up questions and specifying questions, the interviewer continually encouraged the patients to describe in their own words their experiences in assessing and coping with their current situation and/or issues. The interviewer was also careful to check agreement between what was said and her own understanding of the words. Whenever implicit or unclear descriptions arose, for example, interpreting questions were used to check meaning [22]. Furthermore, silence was actively employed in the interviews. The interviewer used silence to allow the patient to make associations and to reflect. In many cases it was considered necessary to pause the interview, and start recording again only when the patient said that she/he was ready to continue. On a very few occasions the interviewer was challenged by emotional engagement in the patient’s situation, which entailed a break in the interview technique. The transcripts however showed that there was no systematic error in this regard.

3. ETHICS
The study touched on themes that could bring up intimate and unconscious or repressed thoughts and feelings [23,24], which necessitated an assessment of whether individual patients were capable of participating in the study and understanding patient information. The assessment was made in consultation with health staff who knew the patient. Patients were informed both orally and in writing about their rights, the scope of the study, and that at all times they could determine for themselves
what they wanted to, and felt they could participate in. All included patients gave their informed consent. The patients expressed that it was a relief to be able to tell someone, who had time and the willingness to listen, about their current situation. They further expressed that it was meaningful for them to contribute to a study that over time could help to improve the coping conditions associated with an advanced cancer illness. The study was approved by the local Scientific Ethical Committee, number KF 01297281, and registered with the Data Authority.

4. ANALYSIS PROCESS

All interviews were recorded on a minidisc and transcribed verbatim. The inductive-deductive process was carried out as three, not necessarily sequential, analysis steps: open, axial and selective coding [16,17]. In all three analysis steps memos were written, which retained and systematised thoughts and ideas about the connections and patterns between the components of the analysis [25].

"Open coding" is defined as: “Breaking data apart and delineating concepts to stand for blocks of raw data. At the same time, one is qualifying those concepts in terms of their properties and dimensions” [17]. The open coding was commenced immediately after undertaking the first interview. In the open coding the individual interview was analysed by breaking up the text into smaller meaning units. By addressing questions in each unit of meaning and by undertaking constant comparisons between the meaning units it was possible to specify what the unit was about and on this basis to identify the categories. In the process the analysis gradually became more and more focused on the most effective and stable categories.

Axial coding is defined as: “The process of relating categories to their subcategories, termed ‘by dealing with axial’ because coding occurs around the axis of a category, linking categories at the level of properties and dimensions” [16]. Corbin and Strauss [17] recommend that in this coding phase the analytic focus be placed on both context—which is also termed “structural context” or “structure”, see for example Strauss and Corbin [16]—and process. With reference to the aim of the current article, we will focus particularly on process. According to Corbin and Strauss process can be defined as “sequences of actions/interactions/emotions changing in response to a set of circumstances, events, or situations” [17]. Corbin and Strauss mention several advantages in analysing data for process. It allows the relations between the developed categories to be infused with a kind of “life” or movement. In addition process coding serves to encourage the researcher to incorporate variation in the findings and thereby to look for new patterns. Thus process coding is an essential aspect in the development towards a substantive grounded theory. One way to code for process is, according to Corbin and Strauss, to pose questions such as “What happens?” and “What conditions and activities connect a series of events with other series of events?” [17]. In the current study the process coding was most obvious in specific memos, because the ongoing memo-writing made it possible, by using few or many words, to describe the processes which emerged, for example by addressing the above questions in the data.

Selective coding is defined as “the final step in analysis—the integration of concepts around a core category and filling in of categories in need of further development and refinement” [16]. Selective coding thus allowed us to nuance and refine both the theory’s core category, which represents the main theme or central tendency in the developed theory, and the integration between the core category and other categories. One element in the selective coding was integrative diagrams, which from a visual perspective helped us to focus on the logical integration between concepts and categories and between the core category and sub-categories [16]. The selective coding stopped when theoretical saturation was achieved [16].

5. ASSESSMENT OF VALIDITY

The research process was assessed on an ongoing basis by giving critical attention to each step of the process. Similarly, all codings, memos and critical reflections were systematised to ensure both stringency and transparency. The empirical foundation of the study was maintained by undertaking continual comparative analyses at each step and between the steps. At the same time these analyses supported the control of systematics, variation and density at all three steps of the analysis [22, 26].

The meaning of what the patients said was validated by the researcher, who enquired about what was said, and repeated interviews with the same patient allowed for further exploration and validation of what the patient had said. By giving the patient space to describe in their own words their experiences of assessing and coping with their current situation and/or issues, the researcher ensured that it was the patients’ assertions that constituted the foundation for the development of a grounded theory and not an analytical framework developed in advance. After each interview the researcher wrote down her immediate reflections and hypotheses in a research diary, thereby ensuring that the verbal and non-verbal assertions could be followed up in the subsequent interviews, and which could lead to further exploration [27].
Many of the patients subsequently told the researcher that the interviews had given them the opportunity to formulate their own thoughts and feelings, which had been a good experience. The patients' assertions helped to validate that the interviews were not experienced as an extra burden in an otherwise highly vulnerable situation. In order to avoid bias the connections between the developed categories and sub-categories were discussed frequently in the research group. They were also discussed in relevant clinical and research situations so that the researcher could ascertain to what extent the findings found resonance with health professionals' own clinical experience [16,17].

6. FINDINGS

A pattern emerged around a central theme “The struggle to be a participant in one’s own life”, that involved four significant life conditions [15] and three processes: Prioritising, Downplaying and Self-preservation. The three processes in different ways were seen to underpin the patients’ continual struggle to maintain or re-establish the experience of participating. We describe the central theme below and thereafter set out the processes in more detail—see Figure 1.

6.1. The Struggle to Participate in One’s Own Life

All the patients found themselves at a stage where they experienced their progressive illness and the many accompanying social and relational challenges as an intense pressure, which could be felt both physically and mentally.

Coupled with this they also described how thoughts about the severity of the situation and the possibility of becoming a burden on those around them cropped up constantly. Enduring and coping with the pressure was incredibly demanding, and the patients often became overwhelmed by strong emotional reactions, which on the one hand meant that at times they could not think clearly, acted unfocusedly and could no longer take the initiative and control that they otherwise would have done. However, the constant pressure also prompted patients to fight for, and put a lot of energy and strength into, maintaining or re-establishing the feeling of influence on life despite of little or no hope of surviving the illness—that is in this context, being a participant in their own lives.

A central element in “the struggle to be a participant in one’s own life” was that the patients had the opportunity to act in ways that, despite their failing powers and lack of energy, gave them a sense of being able to affect or steer the situation they found themselves in at that moment, and thereby have a meaningful influence on their lives. In the process of discovering how to act appropriately in their actual situation, the patients used to a great extent the knowledge or experiences they had from before the onset of the illness. However the situation was so unique that the patients often found themselves without a precedent, and therefore did not have any specific knowledge or experience to draw upon. A consequence of this was that the patients either gave up and became passive, tried to move forward as best they could, or threw themselves into gathering knowledge and information, especially from the internet, because the health professionals had a tendency to give different or more knowledge and information than the patient needed which could lead to an increase in uncertainty and anxiety. Therefore the patients often left it to their relatives to gather knowledge, which in a way made them feel both

![Figure 1. Model to illustrate the connection between the central tendency and three processes developed from data.](image-url)
more secure and relieved, but which at the same time could mean that the relatives and professionals began to take over more and more. Consequently some patients felt dependent on the relatives and thereby less autonomous.

However, one common factor among all the patients was that the participant role involved three different processes which supported the patient’s coping abilities.

6.2. The Prioritising Process

The central theme involved Prioritising. Prioritising was shown to be a process where the patients fought to be an active participant in relation to judging, prioritising and finally deciding which actions and interactions to take or not to take. There was a big difference between what patients included in the prioritisation process. Several patients described how they were happy to leave the responsibility for symptom alleviation and palliative care to the health professionals, because over time they had come to acknowledge that they symptoms were of such a character that neither they nor their relatives could do anything about them. At the same time it was described as very significant that the patients were well informed about plans for symptom alleviation and possible palliative care, so that they could evaluate and prioritise which practical and social steps were important to take there and then; how they most appropriately could use their failing powers and energy, and who they considered the most wanted to spend time with.

In relation to the prioritising process, several patients described how it made them very happy, either alone or with relatives, to set out realistic, short term goals, that helped them to hold firmly onto what should be done and when. In this way it was easier to keep an overview of an otherwise pressured and sometimes chaotic situation. It was, however, essential, that the goals were constantly reviewed, so they fitted the ever-changing situation. Many patients described how they often spent time and energy on making lists of purely practical tasks that they wanted to have control over, before they finally would have to give up on life.

The prioritising process was largely based on the patients’ accumulated knowledge and experience about what had helped in similar situations. At the same time, many patients expressed confusion, and to a certain extent astonishment, about how the health professionals in some situations apparently did not consider the patients’ experiences to be as important as factual knowledge about, for example, the effects of medicines. One patient told how he had experienced that if he sat in a certain way he could reduce the increasing pains. Therefore he prioritised spending money on buying a new chair. However, his experience was that it was difficult to get help to buy the right chair, because the health professionals considered that the pains would be best alleviated by changes to his medicine. The example clearly shows how the prioritisation process could be characterised by conflicts between patients and health professionals, but the conflicts also showed up between patients and relatives which made it vulnerable for the patients to undertake this process, and many patients felt both alone or sad, despite feeling and knowing what was right for them to do in the specific situation.

6.3. The Downplaying Process

To be a participant in one’s own life furthermore involved Downplaying, which was visible in how the patients put time and energy into making sure that the illness and its consequences did not take up more time than absolutely necessary in their lives. The patients thus spoke of how, on the one hand, they were forced to prepare themselves to live with increasing symptoms and palliative care for the rest of their lives. On the other hand, however, they described how important it was, whether or not they were admitted to hospital, that they had the opportunity to continue to live out aspects of the life that they had built up over many years together with their relatives. Without that, there was no point in living.

The downplaying process was closely linked to the possibility of maintaining and adapting daily customs and activities which really meant something to the patients. All the patients, however, described how admission to hospital made it almost impossible to maintain customs and habits because the whole hospital organisation was based on system logistics, which to a far greater extent were designed to meet the needs of the system and not the advanced cancer patient’s struggle to be a participant in their own life. During admission, therefore, small daily activities, such as wearing one’s own clothes and taking a drive or a short walk out in the sun to hear the birds sing and for a short while experience life outside the hospital, took on a great significance in relation to downplaying the invading illness and perhaps even for short periods completely drop all thought of the illness and possible death. In the same way, receiving visits—as far as the patients’ energies allowed—emails, telephone calls or SMS’s, also from more distant acquaintances, held great significance, because it meant that the patients still had social worth and were not completely forgotten, despite their serious illness.

Patients living at home described how they constantly fought to adapt everyday customs and activities, so that they and their families could continue to live out the life that they had built up together over the years. That could mean that far more “ready meals” were bought, or that the children had to take on more chores, such as tidying...
up, shovelling snow, etc. At the same time it was significant to all the patients to move and use their body as much as their failing strengths allowed, in that it gave an immediate feeling of doing something good for oneself and strengthened the feeling of being present and alive.

In connection with living out their usual lives and maintaining and adapting habits and daily activities, family members and close friends were indispensable, both because they often came just when they could see there was a need of their help with practical tasks, and because their company gave the patients the feeling of social worth. On the other hand the situation was vulnerable, because the patients feared that over time they would become dependent on help from friends, family and health professionals and would end up being a burden on those around them.

At the same time, living at home and knowing that one could be sure of immediate access to a familiar department gave a great degree of security, that was based on an assurance that contact to health professionals who knew the patient’s situation could quickly be established, and that they would act quickly if illness-related questions arose or if there was an acute deterioration in the illness.

6.4. Self-Preservation

Finally, the central theme involved Self-preservation. Self-preservation was shown to be a process, which made it possible for patients to suddenly find themselves face to face with a feeling of powerlessness and yet not lose their strength and courage to face reality and continue live. Specifically, the use of self-preservation could manifest in patients mixing thoughts and talk of their own death and funeral with, for example, the language of music, faith and spirituality. Thus, one patient often made use of a German saying: “Wenn die Sprache aufhört, dann fängt die Musik an” [When the talking stops, the music begins], where after he would completely spontaneously throw himself into a description of which music should be played at his funeral and other thoughts about the funeral. Another patient, while describing what his Christian faith meant to him, suddenly began to relate about a very difficult conversation that had taken place the day before, where he had been confronted with his own death completely unprepared. Afterwards, he returned to talking about his increasing religious faith.

Similarly, it was possible to tolerate powerlessness when patients got the opportunity to carry out specific actions that they themselves judged to be significant in their situation. Thus, several patients described that the powerlessness became more tolerable when they threw themselves into fighting the uphill battle for instance by finding the treatment that could prolong their life a little. Other patients described how finding an inner peace or balance allowed them for a brief moment not to relate to the powerlessness.

All the patients described self-preservation as a very personal and often intimate process, which the patients usually kept to themselves or certainly only involved those with whom they had a relationship built upon mutual understanding and respect, and where the patients felt sure that what they said would be kept confidential. This could include close relatives or very good friends, but it could also include health professionals who meant something special to the patient. The most crucial factor, however, was that it was the patient him/herself who controlled when and what they talked about.

7. DISCUSSION

The identification of the central theme “The struggle to be a participant in one’s own life” and the pattern that unfolded around it, involving three processes: Prioritising, Downplaying and Self-preservation, was an important finding that adds to existing knowledge about coping in advanced cancer patients.

The process of Prioritising can be considered a cognitive appraisal of the situation, where the individual evaluates what the actual situation means to them, and based on this identifies coping efforts that give meaning to the person in that specific situation [28]. According to Link et al. advanced cancer patients draw upon a wide range of internal and external factors, when they choose specific coping strategies—for example: the personal approach, previous experiences, personal belief system, coping styles, personal goals, perceptions of illness and the influence of others, e.g. physicians and cancer survivors [29]. The findings indicate that advanced cancer patients involve “relational meaning” when choosing appropriate coping strategies. According to Lazarus and Folkman relational meaning is an essential part of the appraisal process, which refers to a constant interaction between personal and environmental factors, although it is the person themselves who in the end judges what the situation means to them [8,9]. Relational meaning can explain why it is apparently significant for patients to be actively participant in evaluating and prioritising specific actions. At the same time relational meaning can also explain why some patients in the study experienced the prioritising process as a conflictual and vulnerable process, in that a personal judgement of a hugely complex and often totally chaotic situation necessarily opens up relational conflicts and conflicts of interest. Based on this, further research is necessary to develop specific tools that are capable of supporting patients—and their relatives—to evaluate and prioritise which coping efforts are most appropriate in the situation—see for example White...
A second process found in this study was Downplaying, where patients on the one hand accepted that in certain situations they had to focus on the illness and its consequences, while in other situations it was supremely important to live out that life they had built up over many years with their relatives, because it was here they found meaning in life. A similar process was found in a study of Houldin and Lewis [12], where an interview study demonstrated how 14 patients with terminal cancer fought to find a way of living where it was possible to balance between the illness and normal life. The patients’ struggle to both relate to the burdensome illness and to a meaningful life can be understood as a perspective shift between illness and wellness. The concept of the perspective shift between illness and wellness is elaborated in a meta-study, what included 292 qualitative studies pertaining to chronic physical illness [31]. The study shows chronic illness as an ongoing, continually shifting process in which people experience a complex dialectic between an illness-in-the-foreground perspective and a wellness-in-the-foreground perspective. According to Patterson the shift between the two perspectives can take place either as a gradual process or as a result of sudden actions. Despite the fact that The Shifting Perspective Model focuses on chronically ill patients and not specifically on patients with advanced and incurable cancer, the description of the constant perspective shift between illness and wellness can be used to understand how patients who cannot look forward to being cured of their illness and wellness can be used to understand how patients fight an ongoing battle through specific actions and interactions to maintain or re-establish a kind of meaning in life, despite the fact that their life probably wouldn’t last much longer. From a symbolic interactional perspective [18] it is described how human beings act towards things on the basis of the meanings that the things have for them. The meanings of such things are derived from, or arise out of, the social interaction that one has with one’s fellow humans. These meanings are handled in, and modified through, an interpretive process. This understanding of the connection between action and meaning underpins how patients do not act solely to solve the many problems that crop up in their complex illness and life situation [33,34], but also act to create meaning and connection in their lives. It is thereby suggested that, apart from using problem-focused and emotion-focused coping [8,9] patients also make use of meaning-based coping. The concept “meaning-based coping” was developed by Folkman [35], and describes the role of meaning in dealing with the pressures of stressful situations, because it shows that, when people don’t succeed in solving a problem with the help of emotion-focused or problem-focused coping strategies, they might try to use meaning-based actions, which gives rise to a re-evaluation of the situation and thereby the achievement of a better connection between their outlook on the world and the actual situation. Thus it becomes possible to increase positive feelings in the midst of an otherwise very difficult situation [36]. By drawing upon Folkman’s understanding of meaning-based coping as an element of the theoretical context, Lethborg et al. [14] shows, in a study using a qualitative approach to interview 10 patients with different forms of advanced cancer, how all the patients applied meaning-based coping in order to achieve and sustain a balance between positive and negative emotional states. The positive reappraisal encouraged the patients to focus their energies and appreciate what was meaningful in their lives and thereby respond to the impact of cancer by embodying their life fully and with meaning. The same response to the impact of cancer can be found in results from this study, given that the patients attempt to act in a meaningful way in specific situations. In this way the patients create a form of an “adaptive pathway towards coherence and the sense of self” [14], which is central to meaning-based coping.

The use of grounded theory methodology, as described by Strauss and Corbin [16,17], has given rise to intense codings in the axial coding layer, which were directed to various aspects in the data material—namely context and process. Context and process can, on the one hand, be considered as two directions of analysis, which can demonstrate different theoretical dimensions in the analysis.
material. On the other hand the two analysis dimensions are inextricably linked. Since we put particular focus in this article on the connection between the central tendency and the three processes, it is therefore necessary to point out that coding for process took place alongside coding for context. We evaluated, however, that it is essential to show a clear marking of the identified processes, since ”theory without process is missing a vital part of its story—how the action/interaction evolves” [17].

One limitation of this study is that it does not say anything about differences in coping-patterns in men and women, or in patients who live at home, in the hospital or at a hospice. A further limitation could be the small number of participants from only one area in Denmark, which means that the results cannot be generalised.

8. CONCLUSION

The purpose of the article was to identify and describe processes that from a patient perspective are significant to coping in advanced cancer patients. The findings point to how the central tendency in coping in advanced cancer patients was the patients’ struggle to be a participant in their own lives. This central tendency involved three processes: Prioritising, Downplaying and Self-preservation. Prioritising was shown to be a process where patients were active participants in relation to evaluating, prioritising and finally deciding which actions and interactions they considered constituted appropriate coping efforts in their situation. Downplaying showed how patients fought to play down the invasive influence of the illness on the lives they had built up over many years together with their relatives. Self-preservation pointed to how patients set coping efforts in motion that made it possible for them to find the courage and strength necessary to live with the powerlessness that an acknowledgement of imminent death inherently brought to bear. The discussion indicated that the three processes allowed the patients to make use of meaning-based coping efforts which increased their experience of being a participant in their own lives.

9. PERSPECTIVES

From a clinical perspective the findings can contribute to greater understanding by professionals in the clinical field of processes significant to coping in advanced cancer patients, which have been shown to come into play when coping is considered from a patient perspective. Furthermore, the results of the research project can feature in debates around how patients can be optimally supported to prioritise the activities on which they should spend their remaining strengths. This could include assessment of tools considered appropriate by the patient to pinpoint and express the goals they see as meaningful—see for example the Ph.D. Thesis written by Zoffmann [37], which focuses on as well a theory as guidelines that describes a life-skills approach called Guided Self-Determination. From a research perspective the findings can contribute to further research that investigates coping in advanced cancer patients from other perspectives, for example from the relatives’ and health professionals’ perspectives. By juxtaposing the results from such studies a detailed and multi-faceted picture of coping can be delineated.
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